GROUP WAIVER

By signing this you acknowledge the following:
 I have read and have understood the rock climbing wall rules and agree to abide by them.
 I declare that I am in a fit state of health to use the indoor rock climbing service at SJ
Community Recreation Centre. I also agree to accept sole responsibility for my present
conditions.
 I am correctly attired with enclosed shoes, shirt, tracksuit and runners etc (no loose clothing,
jewellery and long hair must be tied back etc).
 I have no medical conditions that will affect my ability to safely climb the wall, belay another
climber or use the climbing elements.
 All YMCA staff has senior first aid certificates and is not instructing the participant with any
techniques or equipment to use outside the centre.
 I understand that any climbing equipment (for example, harness, carabiner, helmet) that I
bring in of my own accord is my sole responsibility and any malfunction that occurs as a result
of these equipment is my own risk. I acknowledge that it is equipment that is specifically
designed for rock climbing and high ropes.
 There is a risk of injury in climbing and the Participants can be injured due to equipment
failure, falling objects, human error or any combination of these causes. The participant
realises the high standards and equipment cannot remove all the dangers to the participant.
While every effort is made to supervise participants at the centre, YMCA Perth, Inc. does not
warrant or make any representation as to the quality or completeness of that supervision.
The Participant agrees to release YMCA Perth, Inc. from any cause of action, claim,
demand, right, damage, loss, expense and/or compensation of any nature whatsoever
arising out of or in any way related to the participants use of the facilities, breach of facility
rules and regardless of how the loss, injury or damage is caused excluding the negligence of
YMCA Perth, Inc. In the event I suffer injury YMCA Perth, Inc. has my consent to administer
first aid.
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Date of Birth

Participant Signature
If under 18 years of age,
require parent / guardian
permission (sign here)

